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        Starter:  use the images to help determine the major obstacles to medical progress during the Middle Ages  



 1: Government  
Take notes from the  PPT slide / research ... 

 2: Conservative Mindset 
Take notes from the  PPT slide / research ... 

 3: The Church  
Take note from the  PPT slide / research  ... 

 4: Galen and Co 
Take notes  from the  PPT slide and video link ... 

 5: Education  
Take notes from the  PPT slide and video link ... 

 6 : Other Reasons 
Discuss and or research other reasons... 

Why so little change in medicine c1250 ?  
        Starter:  use the images to help determine the major obstacles to medical progress during the Middle Ages ( use circles to rank )  



 1: Government  
 

 

 

 2: Conservative Mindset  
 

 3: The Church  
 

 4: Gale and Co . 
Main Point : 

________________________________________ 

Example 1 

________________________________________ 

Example 2 

________________________________________ 

Example 3 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

 5: Education 
 

 6 : Other Reasons ?  
  

What were the main roles of government ?  

________________________________________ 

________________________________________ 

________________________________________ 

 

How did the government hinder advances in  

medicine? 

________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

 

List the factors the led to a conservative mindset 
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Main Point : 

________________________________________ 

Example 1 

________________________________________ 

Example 2 

________________________________________ 

Example 3 

_________________________________________ 

_________________________________________ 

Why so little change in medicine c1250 ?  
        Starter:  use the images to help determine the major obstacles to medical progress during the Middle Ages ( use circles to rank )  

There were very few people  rich enough to 

undergo the  __  years of training it took to 

become a physician ( there were less than in 

England 100 by 1300 ). Just as Important,  

the study and training for physicians meant 

__________  the previous work of Hippoc-

rates and Galen. Physicians were not  

expected to research and come up with 

new ________  of their own.  



Link The Factors that Prevented Medical Progress c1250 
        Task : make connections or links between the factors that hindered medical progress c 1250 

 



The g  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                     __________________ because _________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

C _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  mindset                      because _______________________________  

_______________________________________________________________________

The C _ _ _ _                     __________________ because _________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

G _ _ _ _ _ and _ _                      __________________ because  ____________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _                     ________________ because _________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Other reasons                     ______________________  because  ___________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

Link The Factors that Prevented Medical Progress c1250 
        Task : make connections or links between the factors that hindered medical progress c 1250 



 

1: The Government  

No funding  

Focus elsewhere 

 2: Conservative Mindset  

 3: The Church  

 5: Education   6: Other Reasons  

 4: Galen and Co  

Links to:  2 + 5 
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Link The Factors that Prevented Medical Progress c1250 
        Task : make connections or links between the factors that hindered medical progress c 1250 



Ranking The Factors that Prevented Medical Progress 

Education  

        Task : assign 60 ‘credits of blame’  to the factors that prevented medical progress c1250-1500  

Other Factors  

 Ranked Cause  Credits  

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

6   

 Total  60 

The Church  

The  

 Government  

Conservative Mindset  

Galen and Co 



  Activity # 18 / 101  - Follow Me 

 How it works : Complete after ranking activity? 
 

1:  Select 6 students - assign each, one of the barriers 

to medical advancement c 1250.  Allow them time to 

 prepare an argument demonstrating why their cause 

was most important. 

2 : Present a concise opening argument to the class. 

3  : Students then join / follow their cause of choice. 

4: Continue the debate allowing all students to  

contribute once they follow a cause. 

5 : Students can switch at any time. 

6. Wrap up and rank the outcome.  

Suggestions 

Teacher to join / help the 

person with least followers  

Adapt to  
Any causes activity 

Why the League of Nations failed 

       Skills 

Persuasion 

Debate 

Listening 

icHistory.com 
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